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ABSTRACT – Large-scale parallel corpus has become a reliable resource to cross the language barriers
between the user and the web. These parallel texts provide the primary training material for statistical
translation models and testing machine translation systems. Arabic-English parallel texts are not available in
sufficient quantities and manual construction is time consuming. Therefore, this paper presents a technique
that aims to construct an Arabic-English corpus automatically through web mining. The proposed technique
is straight forward, automated, and portable to any pair of languages.
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is time-consuming and resource-consuming.
Therefore, the main objectives of the proposed
technique are twofold:
1. Constructing the parallel corpus automatically
through web mining.
2. Preparing the constructed corpus to be used as
training material for the translation model.
The proposed technique will use EnglishArabic parallel texts to construct the corpus.
However, the technique can be easily applied to
any other language pairs in a very similar way.

1. INTRODUCTION:
Cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) is
a subfield of information retrieval dealing with
retrieving information written in a language
different from the language of the user's query, in
order to cross the language barriers. According to
[7,15] 56% of the web contents are in English
while the English web population does not exceed
35%. Therefore, CLIR has many useful
applications. For example, multilingual searchers
might want to issue a single query to a multilingual
collection. Also, searchers with a limited active
vocabulary, but good reading comprehension in a
second language (e.g. English), might prefer to
issue queries in their most fluent language (e.g.
Arabic) [18]. There are three main approaches to
bridge the language gap between the web and
users: Parallel and comparable corpus, machinereadable dictionaries and machine translation
[1,14,16].
In
corpus-based
methods,
translation
knowledge is derived from multilingual text
collections using various statistical methods.
Therefore, large-scale parallel corpus plays an
important role in cross-language information
retrieval (CLIR) by providing the primary training
data for statistical translational models [2].
The main obstacle is that English-Arabic
parallel corpora are not available in sufficient
quantities. Therefore, most previous work on
parallel texts has been conducted on a few
manually constructed parallel corpora such as
Canadian Hansard Corpus and Linguistic Data
Consortium (LDC) [9]. However, manual
collection of large corpora is a tedious task, which

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:
English-Arabic parallel texts are collected
using web mining, mainly from news websites, to
construct an English-Arabic parallel corpus. First,
a host crawling is performed on a specified
domain, and thus all pages of the desired language
pair are downloaded from that domain. The system
extracts the language of the page from its URL if
possible; otherwise, a simple language detector is
required. Second, some rules are defined to
quickly reject all false pages in order to create a set
of candidate pairs. Finally, content-based matching
is performed to calculate the parallelism similarity
between each candidate pair using an EnglishArabic dictionary to determine whether it is a
match or not.
The output of this technique is an EnglishArabic parallel corpus that is well-aligned at
paragraph level with completely clean texts. The
mining system architecture is illustrated in figure
(1). This approach is straight forward, fully
automated, and easy to port to any other pair of
languages.
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Domain

well as excluding those files with suffixes (gif, jpg,
wmv, rm, and mid), the following command is
used:

Host Crawling

C:\> Wget -r --reject gif,jpg,wmv,rm,mid --include
/Ar,/En www.sis.gov.eg
The host crawling process is shown in figure
(2):
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Figure 2: Host crawling process
Parallelism Matching
According to previous observations, the
webpage language is the useful information that
can be extracted from URLs. Moreover, Chen and
Nie (2000) [3] stated that finding candidate pairs
can only be done with content intervention. For
instance, "www.sis.gov.eg/Ar/Politics/index.htm"
and "www.sis.gov.eg/En/Politics/index.htm" are
actually a pair at the website of Egypt State
Information Service [10].
However, a language detector will be useful
during the process of host crawling for two
reasons. The first reason is that it is not always
possible to extract the language of the page from
its URL. The second reason is that the URL may
contain a pattern that is meant to represent
something else other than the language. For
example, the pattern "Ar" does not necessarily
always stand for Arabic; it may stand for the
English word "Article". Similarly, the pattern "En"
does not necessarily stand for English; it may
stand for the French word "Enquête" (which means
a survey or investigation). Therefore, a language
detector will be useful to detect and overcome
such ambiguous patterns.

Constructed Parallel Corpus
Word Alignment

Aligned English-Arabic Parallel Corpus
Figure 1: Proposed Mining System Architecture
2.1. Host Crawling:
The crawling process is similar to that of
"PTMiner" developed by Kraaij et al (2003) [11].
Starting from a given URL on a specified host, the
system crawls the host for all pages that are written
in either Arabic or English. Webmasters usually
keep parallel pages in different directories with
respect to the name of the language. For example,
(…/Arabic/…), (…/Ar/…), and (…/Ar_file.html)
are more likely to be in Arabic, and the same
phenomenon is observed for English pages.
Therefore, a list of patterns is used so that those
pages in languages other than English and Arabic
are rejected, without downloading them. This list
of patterns can be easily modified to work with
other language pairs. For instance, ("Fr",
"French", and "Francais") is a list of patterns used
for the French language.
Instead of implementing the host crawler, the
technique uses the web crawler "GNU Wget"
[4,6,12] since it supports full-featured recursion,
and more importantly, it is well designed to work
with configurable parameters including the list of
patterns. For example, to recursively download the
files in the "/Ar" and "/En" directories only, as

2.2. Filtering:
As mentioned before, two pages can be
considered as a pair only after content-based
similarity (parallelism) has been measured.
However, calculating parallelism between all
possible combinations (i.e. a full cross-product) of
two sets of downloaded web pages, as suggested
by Xiaoyi and Liberman (1999) in BITS [17], is
very exhaustive and very time-consuming.
Therefore, some criteria must be defined to
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quickly reject all false combinations in order to
create a smaller set of candidate pairs.
For example, Resnik (2003) [14] presented the
STRAND system which aligns parallel documents
according to their HTML structures. Actually,
there are several parallel pairs that have quite
different HTML structures. Also, news websites
have a large number of pages which do not
parallelize with any others at all, yet they share
same HTML structures. Thus, the three following
criteria are suggested to create candidate pairs:
 Path and filename similarity:
In most cases, candidate pairs can be
recognized by path and filename similarity
comparison, since parallel pages usually share
similar paths and filenames. Webmasters often
stick to this policy in storing parallel pages to
easily find and maintain them afterwards.
 Document length:
The ratio of the lengths of a pair of parallel
pages is usually comparable to the typical length
ratio of the two languages (i.e. English and
Arabic), especially when the text is long enough.
Hence, a simple verification is to compare the
lengths of the two documents. Since many web
documents are quite short, a tolerance up to 40%
from the typical ratio is considered acceptable.
 Creation date:
Naturally, parallel pages have a very near
creation date, since web editors tend to create the
translated version of a page right after it has been
created. Consequently, this time difference will be
rather short, especially for news sites since news
always need to be the latest. The distance of one
day after can be a suitable threshold for candidate
pages on news sites. However, this time difference
threshold can be longer in websites that contain
archival material.
2.3. Text Extraction:
Text can be extracted using "HTML Text
Extractor", [8] a program that extracts text (i.e.
without HTML or scripts) from any webpage, even
those that have been protected. Figure (3) shows
the text extracted from an English-Arabic pair at
the homepage of Egypt State Information Service
(www.sis.gov.eg).

Figure 3: Extracted text from an English-Arabic pair
(http://www.sis.gov.eg)
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The following algorithm shows how to form a
translation pair of paragraphs:
For each English paragraph pe,k
Tokenize pe,k with Porter-Stemming Algorithm
Smax=0;
For each of 3 Arabic neighbor paragraphs pa,j,
j  {k-1,k,k+1}
Sj = Sim(pe,k, pa,j)
if(Sj > Smax)
Smax = Sj
The technique should use an English-Arabic
dictionary of stemmed words. Translational token
pairs are found by first stemming the English
words with Porter Stemming Algorithm [13], and
then looked up in the dictionary for all possible
Arabic words.

2.4. Parallelism Matching:
After filtering has been performed and text has
been extracted, the system should have a limited
list of Arabic documents to scan for each English
document (i.e. only those pages with similar paths
and filenames that satisfy the length ratio and have
a close creation date). Content-based matching
must be performed between two candidate
documents, as a final step, in order to measure
parallelism.
Any two parallel documents must contain
some token pairs that are exact translations of each
other. These token pairs are known as translational
token pairs. For example, in the two sentences:
"Egypt marks the 35th anniversary of October
victory" and
" لنصر اكتوبر53 مصر تشهد الذكرى الـ
The translational token pairs are: ("Egypt" " )"مصر, ("anniversary" - " )"ذك ر, ("October" " )"اكتوب, and ("victory" - " )"نص.
Therefore, a simple method to calculate
parallelism for a pair of documents is to scan them
for translated token pairs, and then use the number
of translated pairs found as a value of parallelism
similarity. However, a pair in which the position of
the two translational token pairs is far from each
other is rarely to be a correct translation pair. The
approach proposed in this technique does not need
to search over all possible translational tokens
extracted from each pair of documents.
A reliable threshold θd is set to conclude
whether a pair of documents is a translation pair or
not. Thus, for each English document, the Arabic
documents are scanned until one pair with
similarity exceeding θd is found. The value of θd
can be determined empirically. Similarity between
a pair of documents (A, E) is defined as:
2N
(1)
Sim ( A , E ) 
 number of tokens

2.5. Word Alignment:
The output of the previous section is an
English-Arabic parallel corpus aligned at
paragraph level. Bilingual pairs of documents
collected from the web are used as training
material for the statistical translation models. In
practice, this material must be organized into a set
of smaller pairs (typically, sentences rather than
paragraphs), each consisting of a sequence of word
tokens. Therefore, the corpus must first be
prepared for the translation model. This
preparatory step requires aligning the extracted
text at sentence level.
Once textual data have been extracted and
have been neatly segmented into paragraphs, word
alignments are carried out by a parallel corpus
aligner such as "Cairo", a word alignment tool
available in the "EGYPT Toolkit 1.0" [5]. If two
files are known to be translations of each other,
Cairo can be used to automatically align them
(word-by-word). The word alignments are used for
future reference of statistical translation training
using "Giza", a statistical-model training tool in
the "EGYPT toolkit".

A, E

where N is the number of translational token pairs
found between A and E.
It is assumed that the difference in position
between a good pair of paragraphs varies from (1)
to (-1). Therefore, the number of translation pairs
N between two documents is based on the total
number of translation pairs between paragraphs nk.
Each English paragraph pe,k will be compared to its
3 neighbor Arabic paragraphs pa,k-1, pa,k, pa,k+1, and
the one with the maximum value of translation
pairs nk together with pe,k will form a translation
pair of paragraphs.
(2)
N   nk

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:
The experiments were carried out using the
news website: Egypt State Information Service
(www.sis.gov.eg). This website provides parallel
pages in English, Arabic and French. However, the
experiments utilize only English and Arabic web
pages.
However,
content-based
matching
(parallelism) between a pair of documents is
affected by the threshold parameter θd as well as
the number of neighbor paragraphs to be matched.
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Therefore, the following experimental strategy was
used to estimate these two parameters:
i. Estimating the ideal value for the threshold θd
(i.e. finding the minimum parallelism similarity
value between a pair of truly parallel
documents).
ii. Estimating the ideal value for parameter k
(number of neighbor paragraphs to be scanned)
using the ideal threshold value of θd.
3.1. Estimating θd:
For content-based matching evaluation, the
experiment was first carried out to determine the
ideal threshold value of θd. This threshold value
determines whether a pair of documents is
considered parallel or not; if their similarity
exceeds θd, then they are considered a parallel pair,
otherwise they are not. In the process of evaluating
parallelism similarity between a pair of documents,
the total number of translation pairs N between
those two documents was based on any number of
translational token pairs nk found between two
paragraphs.
The results of this experiment showed that the
minimum similarity value between two truly
parallel documents was 0.0363. This very low
similarity value was because the Arabic document
contained more paragraphs than that contained
within the English document and in a slightly
different order. However, this low value of θd is
not accepted as a threshold value because it will
result in a large number of false pairs, and
therefore it will affect precision. In addition, the
results of this experiment showed the maximum
similarity value between a false parallel pair of
documents was 0.0975.
Therefore, setting θd to 0.1 would be very
reasonable, since only the pairs with a content
similarity of 10% or more will be considered
parallel. Although, this threshold value excluded
truly parallel pages, yet it reduced the false pairs as
well. Table (1) shows the distribution of the
parallel documents within the corpus with respect
to their similarity values:

Sim(A,E)

Parallel Documents

[ 0.0 , 0.1 [

24%

[ 0.1 , 0.2 [

12%

[ 0.2 , 0.3 [
[ 0.3 , 0.4 [

12%
16%

[ 0.4 , 0.5 [
[ 0.5 , 0.6 [

22%
8%

[ 0.6 , 0.7 [
[ 0.7 , 0.8 [
[ 0.8 , 0.9 [

4%
2%
0%

[ 0.9 , 1.0 [

0%

Table 1: Number of parallel
documents according to similarity
3.2. Estimating k:
As mentioned, parallel documents have been
aligned at paragraph level with a maximum
difference in paragraphs position of one at k=3. A
final experiment was carried out for the distance
k=5 (i.e. examine pk of de with pk-2, pk-1, pk, pk+1,
pk+2 of da) and observed very similar results but the
whole process lasted much longer. Therefore, the
default value (k=3) was accepted as the ideal value
for the position difference between a pair of
paragraphs. Figure (4) shows a sample of five pairs
of English-Arabic paragraphs in two parallel
documents with a similarity of 0.595.
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Emerging from his talks with the
French President, Mubarak
stressed the significance of the
European Union role in solving
regional issues, referring to the
significance of this role at the
present time.

[P1]

President Mubarak added that
Egypt will never abandon
Lebanon.

[P2]

Answering a question on the role
the EU should play for supporting
the Palestinians, the President
said we have discussed this issue
before, calling on the European
Union to exercise its leverage in
regional issues.

[P3]

The President said inspite of the
fact that Egypt is in a better
condition, yet the global financial
crisis would affect tourism, Suez
Canal tolls and exports. He said
we are following up the crisis to
know what is going on in the
international arena.
Asked on whether the talks
touched on the situation in
Lebanon, the President said we
are for Lebanon. We still support
Lebanon and shall never
abandon it.

[P1]

[P2]

[P3]

[P4]
[P4]

[P5]

[P5]

َولذ أوذ اٌشئٍس ِثاسن ـ عمة اخررا
ِثاحثاذه ِع اٌشئٍس اٌفشٔسً ٍٔىىال
ًساسوىصي ـ أهٍّح دوس االذحاد األوسوت
فً حً اٌمضاٌا اإللٍٍٍّح اٌشاهٕح
ِشٍشا إٌى وجىد الرٕاع تأهٍّح هزا
.ًٌاٌذوس فً اٌىلد اٌحا
ًوسدا عًٍ سؤاي حىي اٌذوس األوسوت
اٌّطٍىب ٌذعُ اٌفٍسطٍٍٍٕٓ تخالف
 لاي اٌشئٍس ِثاسن،ذمذٌُ اٌّساعذاخ
إٔه سثك وذحذثٕا تشأْ هزا اٌّىضىع
تصفح ِسرّشج ؤطاٌة االذحاد
ًاألوسوتً تضشوسج أْ ٌىىْ ٌه وصْ ف
.اٌمضاٌا اإللٍٍٍّح
وسدا عًٍ سؤاي حىي اٌّششوعاخ
،اٌّشرشوح اٌرً ذُ االذفاق تشأٔها
لاي اٌشئٍس ِثاسن اْ هٕان ِششوعاخ
تاٌفعً وٌىٕها فً ِشحٍح اٌذساسح
ِشٍشا إْ ذذاعٍاخ األصِح االلرصادٌح
.ِّرذج وأِاِها فرشج طىٌٍح
ًوأضاف اٌشئٍس إٔه سغُ أْ ِصش أفض
حاال فئْ األصِح ِع صٌادج ِذذها سرؤثش
فً اٌسٍاحح وإٌشاداخ لٕاج اٌسىٌس
واٌصادساخ وٌزٌه فئٕٔا ٔراتع تاسرّشاس
ًٍعٍٍّح اٌرعشف عًٍ ِا ٌجشي ع
.اٌساحح اٌعاٌٍّح فً هزا اٌصذد
وسدا عًٍ عّا إرا وأد اٌّثاحثاخ
 لاي،ْذطشلد إٌى اٌىضع فً ٌثٕا
اٌشئٍس ِثاسن إْ هٕان ذحشوا ِصشٌا
 ؤحٓ ِاصٌٕا ٔسأذ.فً هزا اٌّجاي
.ٌثٕاْ وٌٓ ٔرخٍى عٕه اتذا

Figure 4: A sample of paragraph matching pairs
Paragraphs (P1, P3, P4 and P5) in the English
document matched with paragraphs (P1, P2, P4, and
P5) in the Arabic document, respectively.
However, paragraph (P2) in the English document
did not match with any of the three neighbor
paragraphs in the Arabic document. In addition,
paragraph (P3) in the Arabic document did not
match with any paragraph in the English
document.

most previous work has been conducted on a few
manually constructed parallel corpora.
Therefore, the proposed technique aimed to
construct the parallel corpus automatically through
web mining, and to prepare the corpus for the
translation model. However, this paper did not aim
to test or analyze the statistical translation model.
First, the system crawled the host using GNU
Wget in order to obtain English and Arabic web
pages, and then created candidate parallel pairs of
documents by filtering them according to their
similarity in path, filename, creation date and
length. Finally, the technique measured the
parallelism similarity between these candidate
pairs according to the number of translational
tokens found between an English paragraph and its
three Arabic neighbor paragraphs. The parallelism
similarity achieved the highest precision at θd=0.1.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:
Parallel corpora played an important role in
the cross-language information retrieval (CLIR),
by providing the primary training data for the
known statistical translational models. The main
traditional obstacle was that parallel corpora were
not available in sufficient quantities. As a result,
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The process of constructing the EnglishArabic parallel corpus automatically provided very
promising results. Moreover, the technique is
adaptable and easy to port to other pair of
languages by changing the bilingual dictionary and
using the same filtering rules.
In this paper, however, the process of
constructing the parallel corpus did not take into
consideration the domain to which the document
belongs, although parallel corpus used in
translation is highly domain specific (e.g. business,
medical, martial, legislative, etc.). Therefore,
integrating a domain-detector could optimize the
current technique. This would provide the ability
to extract a portion of the corpus for a given
document.
The technique presented in this paper searched
only for the parallel pages that were good
translations for each other. Therefore, from a
different point of view, this technique could be
substituted by another technique that uses other
unrestricted equations to measure the similarity of
parallel documents. This alternative technique
would enrich the parallel corpus and make it
huger, but on the other hand, it would have many
false parallel documents that in turn would result
in a worse translation quality.
Finally, this paper did not test or compare the
different models of statistical translation training
using the constructed prepared parallel corpus.
Therefore, more future work could be done in this
point of research.
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